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Drawing II
Course Information________________________________________________
COURSE DESCRIPTION
A continuation of Drawing I stressing the expressive and conceptual aspects of drawing.
PREREQUISITES AND PREREQUISITE GRADE REQUIREMENT
The course prerequisite is ARTS 1316 Drawing I.
Art majors are required to follow the prescribed sequence of courses. The letter grade “C” will be
the minimum prerequisite grade for continuing studio courses in sequence.
COURSE CONTENT
This course builds on students’ previous experience in Drawing I, specifically concepts and
techniques of observational drawing, and will prepare students for further study in drawing.
General topics covered in the course include line, including quality and expressiveness, shape,
form, value, light and shade, modeling, perspective, measuring, composition, and implementation
of various drawing materials.
The course will begin with a review of measuring techniques and their application as a means to
describe the visible world accurately, with an emphasis on line and its relation to form and depth.
Additionally, the review will include value and its relationship to line, as well as light and shade,
drawings of which will emphasize solidity of form and credibility of space. Further study of
depictions of forma and depth will be achieved through implementing linear, atmospheric
perspective, and the introduction of a limited color palette. Throughout the semester there will be
homework projects that focus on observational drawing practice as well as a required
sketchbook.
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.) Students will develop and demonstrate and understanding of basic drawing concepts
including, but not limited to, the following:
▪ measuring techniques such as sighting , triangulation, and gridding;
▪ use of line and various line weight to describe form and space;
▪ use of one- and two-point linear perspective as it applies to still life and interior space;
▪ use of atmospheric perspective;
▪ translating simple three-dimensional forms as shape on a two-dimensional surface,
methods for describing complex forms by combining simple forms, and using planar
structure to describe 3D form;
▪ implementing various strategies for composing drawings using still life subject matter that
apply the elements and principles of design;
▪ the use of pencil and charcoal, and other monochromatic media;
▪ light logic, value scale, and adequate contrast;
▪ soft versus sharp edges to describe three-dimensional form;
▪ describing complex textures.
2.) Students will develop and demonstrate an introductory understanding of drawing the human
figure by drawing from plaster busts.

3.) Students will develop and demonstrate the use of required drawing vocabulary appropriately
to discuss artwork.
4.) Students will develop and demonstrate an understanding of constructive critique strategies
involving their own and classmate’s artwork.
5.) Students will develop and demonstrate an understanding of presentation strategies.
6.) Students will develop and demonstrate an awareness of trends in traditional and
contemporary drawing
DROPPING COURSES

· Wed, September 13, 2017 Last day for full refund on dropped (not withdrawn) courses
· Fri, September 29, 2017 Last day to drop or withdraw without academic penalty ·
· Fri, November 03, 2017 Last day to drop or withdraw with academic penalty
OVERVIEW: SB 1231 was passed by the 80th State Legislature and signed into law effective on the 12th
class day of the fall 2007 semester. The law only applies to students who began matriculation with, or
subsequent to, this semester. The law limits such students to a maximum of six dropped courses
attempted at any Texas public college/university. Exceptions may be granted only under the documented
circumstances listed below. For definitions and additional information, contact the Registrar’s Office (409)
880-8362
CRITIQUES
-Students must have all assigned artwork complete for critiques, which is when artwork is due.
-Work must be presented at critique spray fixed, with straight edges.
-After critique, artwork turned in should have a cover sheet of newsprint.
-Participation in critique is required and failure to participate will result in a deduction of
participation points, lowering one’s overall grade in the course.
-Failure to attend a critique will result in a failing grade for the project (unless prior arrangements
were made at least one week before the scheduled critique)
-Student comments are expected to be thoughtful and relevant and sensitive and must be
designed for the artist to improve his/her artwork.
-The instructor may schedule in-progress critiques not on the semester schedule.
-Failing to meet requirements for in-progress critiques affects project grades.
-Keep all rough sketches, studies and failed artwork as support material for projects.
-Do not fold (ever) or roll (unless absolutely necessary) your artwork for transport! (rolling and
creasing weakens the craft of assignments).
PARTICIPATION
-Positive participation includes listening wakefully to lectures and demonstrations, working
undistracted by phones, tablets or computers, asking relevant questions, providing relevant
answers, working quietly with classmates to solve drawing problems, integrating new information
into one’s drawing approach (evidencing flexibility), listening to criticism (it is intended to help
strengthen your artwork), addressing classmates and the instructor appropriately, working
wakefully in class to achieve visible progress in drawings, presenting relevant new information to
the class, commenting during critique, respecting your classmates and instructors.
-Negative participation is the implied opposite of the above description and will lower grades.
-Disrupting students and the instructor will note be tolerated. A 3-strike rule will be used, after
which if a student fails to control their behavior, the students will be asked to leave class. Poor
behavior will affect the violating students’ participation grade.
SKETCHBOOKS
A sketchbook specific to this course is required. Use it for studies, thumbnail sketch preparation,
and notes during demonstrations and critiques. However, separately, 45 pages of drawings from
direct observation in full value (reinforcing class topics, practice to improve how you implement

drawing processes) are expected by the end of the semester (required 20-30 minutes per
drawing). The sketchbook will be collected periodically for page counts and evaluations (a
“check” signifies drawings are satisfactory, “check plus” indicates the work is strong, and a “check
minus” indicates the drawings are weak and need more time invested in them. An “X” will
indicate an unacceptable sketch). There will be a page count and review quarterly. Target page
numbers are listed in the class schedule.
STUDIO POLICIES
-No spray fixing in the classroom or building. The designated spray fix area is the sculpture yard
(the open area outside behind the ceramics kilns).
-Cell phones are allowed only for individuals to listen to music on headphones (one ear only). NO
TEXTING in class. Anyone using their phone inappropriately in class will be asked to deposit
their phone in their bag. Students who do not comply will be asked to leave the studio.
-No food in class (the SOL Gallery is where we should eat during breaks)(and don’t draw in the
SOL gallery).
-Clean up after yourself
-The last 5-10 minutes of class will be reserved for cleaning up and preparing the studio for the
following class. Failure to do so will impact participation grade.
-Converse quietly and have general respect for your classmates and instructor.
BEST STUDIO HABITS
-Students should create an environment where they can set up required still life materials or
subjects that will be drawn from observation, whether at one’s home or dorm. The space should
be similar to our studio space: where lighting can be adjusted, various angles and distances can
be taken to view the subject. If one is unable to establish such a space independently, the Lamar
studio can be used.
- Keep all artwork until the end of the semester, and in good condition (take care of your work)
-Contribute any relevant information you come across in independent research to share with the
class (exchanging helpful information is important).
-Attending class trips and art openings/presentations.
-Use good paper for longer homework and longer in-class drawings.
Relationship between assignments and improving one’s artwork:
-In-class drawings help introduce new concepts and are for collaborative practice with the
instructor. They are like a visual version of a blend of lecture notes, discussion, personal
expression, and editing advice.
-Sketchbooks are useful for consistent independent practice of class topics in short
drawings, useful for building experience to improve homework and in-class drawings.
The sketchbook is a means for independent study and review of class topics.
-Homework/independent drawings demonstrate what students can complete
independently and what they remember from class. They are like quizzes and tests.
CLASS SCHEDULE: All content is subject to change at Instructor’s discretion
Wk Date Monday
Date Wednesday
1
8/28
Cancelled
8/30
Cancelled
2

9/04

Labor Day Holiday (no
class)

9/06

Syllabus Day
-look at homework sample
(steps of drawing and final
product) –show materials
Review: line weight and
light and shade

Homework
Cancelled
8.5x11” still life
filling the full
page/background
using your
preference of
materials. (show
light and shade

3

9/11

Review measuring
processes and line weight,
18x24” paper, include
background in line

9/13

4

9/18

9/20

5

9/25

Charcoal 3-day drawing,
18x24” paper. Review
measuring strategies/
methods to reduce error.
Collect sketches (9pg min)
Charcoal Day 3
Explain depth of field and
atmospheric perspective

9/27

Critique Homework
Demo atmospheric
perspective and linear
perspective. Day 1, 22x30”
paper (2” border max.)

6

10/02

10/04

Return Sketchbooks
Linear and Atmospheric
Perspective, Day 3

7

10/09

Collect sketchbooks (min.
15pgs)
Linear and Atmospheric
Perspective, Day 2
Review tonal key and
atmosphere. Introduce
Midterm Drawing
Perspective, Day 4
Perspective in graphic
novels and inventing
space with perspective
demo (very short)

10/11

Look at midterm in
progress
Perspective, Day 5 (last
day)

Cont. Midterm,
complete value

8

10/16

10/18

10/23

10

10/30

11/01

11

11/06

Gray Paper, day 2.
Review layering process
(value then temperature,
paper as gray itself)
Gray paper day 4
Show sample artwork

Midterm Critique, bring
Midterm Drawing, Best InClass Drawing,
Return Sketchbooks.
Work with ink on multi-day
drawing.
Gray paper, day 1
Review examples,
emphasize color mixing
and value (maintaining
contrast)
Gray Paper, day 3
In-progress critique of HW

Sketchbook
Weekend

9

Introduce ink and
materials used in
illustration and ink
painting, experiment with
mark and washes. Collect
Sketchbooks (22pg min.)
Ink Day 3

11/08

Critique Gray Paper HW
Gray paper day 5 (last
day), introduce texture

Sketchbook
Weekend

12

11/13

11/15

Return sketchbooks
Texture Day 2

Begin Comic
Project

13

11/20

Collect sketchbooks (33
pg min)
Begin Texture Drawing
(22x30” paper)
Texture Day 3

11/22

In-Progress Crit

(11/23-24:

10/25

Critique homework
Draw 1-day value drawing,
½ 18x24” paper. Review
adding value to line
drawing (9/13: last day for
full refund dropped
courses)
Charcoal day 2
Review combining vine
and charcoal pencil

Still Life, line only,
pencil, 18x24”,
include bckgrd/fill
page

Still Life, value,
pencil, 18x24”
paper, 4” border
(10x16”, include
background)
(9/29: last day to
drop w/o penalty)
Sketchbook
Weekend
(completed at
least 15 pgs),
(+depth of field)
Midterm, line only,
some value
(charcoal,
combining depth
cues) (22x30”)

Begin gray paper
homework
(transition to
abstraction)
(11/03: last day to
drop w/ penalty)
Continue HW

Review drawing texture

14

11/27

15

12/4

16

12/11

Complete texture day 5
Introduce Final Project,
Diaristic Still Life
Plaster bust Day 2

Final Critique, 8:00 –
10:30 am (bring final
drawing, best in-class
work, any late/reworked
artwork, and sketchbook)

Texture day 4
Thanks Giving this week
11/29

12/6

Critique Homework
Plaster Bust, demo then
draw, day 1
Last day of class
Last day of class (come to
class!) In-Progress Crit
(short)
Process Drawing (it’s fun!)
Pick up artwork on 12/12
at 4:30pm at the earliest,
and anytime thereafter.

Thanksgiving
Holiday)Complete
Comic Project
Begin Final

Continue Final

RECOMMENDED TEXTBOOKS
-Drawing from Observation by Brian Curtis
-Basic Perspective Drawing by John Montaque
-Drawing : A Contemporary Approach by Claudia Betti and Teel Sale
MATERIALS LIST
Pad of drawing/sketch paper 18x24” (for shorter drawings)
Newsprint (18x24”) (to cover and protect drawings)
Good quality paper for longer drawings (heavy weight, archival) (Rives BFK, Arches Watercolor
Hot Pressed (HP), Lennox 100 (recommended for price), Strathmore, Rives Lightweight) check
www.artpaper.com (purchase from instructor or buy independently)
Drawing board 22x30” for school and home use (attach paper with clips or masking tape with
light adhesive or acid free tape)
Pencil set/variety of pencil hardnesses/softnesses(2H, HB, 2B, 4B, 6B or ebony, etc.)
Kneadable eraser and white rubber eraser
Sketchbook at least 8x10” (make sure it is bound so the pages don’t fall out)
Retractable knife or single edge razor blade
Portfolio (large enough to carry 22x30” paper)
18” ruler
Workable spray fixative
tackle box (or something to transport materials in)
Vine (or willow) charcoal (soft)
sandpaper block
Compressed charcoal pencil (General’s) (Soft, Extra Soft, Medium)
Chamois (optional)
Conte sticks (black, white, sepia, sanguine) (soft or extra soft) (gray paper TBA)
2 Sheets of Gray paper (also pre-purchased by instructor and for sale).
Bamboo brush or round brush (between 4 and 10) or watercolor brush (TBA)
Ink and containers for water and ink (yogurt cups (TBA)
Other materials will be announced as the semester progresses.
Places to order art supplies locally and online:
Art Supply Stores in the Area Hobby Lobby (recommended), Michael’s- all on Dowlen Road near the mall
Utrecht Art Supply, www.utrecht.com, www.dickblick.com, danielsmith.com, artsupplywarehouse.com
Texas Art Supply, Montrose, Houston, Texas, 1-800-445-8865 or www.texasart.com
Jerry’s Artorama, Houston, Texas (I use Dick Blick to order paper for class)
ATTENDANCE POLICY

Regular attendance plays a key role in the successful completion of this course. Students are
expected to attend all class meetings. However, students are allowed excused absences either
in the case of a university-sponsored activity or by seeking the prior approval of the instructor.
The latter excused absence is given at the discretion of the instructor in cases of personal
emergency. As per university policy, approved absences call for the privilege to make up
examinations and assignments without penalty; this privilege does not extend to unapproved
absences or to pre-critique and critique absences. Therefore, a student's unapproved absences
may interfere seriously with classroom performance, resulting in either a lowered letter grade or
(in extreme circumstances) failing the course.
The following Department of Art policies apply to missed classes. Three unexcused absences
will automatically result in a lowered letter grade. After that, the course letter grade will be
lowered half a letter grade for each additional absence. (I lower grades on the 4th absence)
-It is expected that students attend every class and to be on time. Missed classroom experience
cannot be precisely duplicated through make-up work outside of class and is discouraged.
-Use absences only when absolutely necessary.
-Students will be marked present if present at the time of attendance taking.
-Attending class late beyond 5 minutes but within the first half hour of class will result in being
marked tardy: Three tardies equals one absence.
-The same “tardy” penalty applies to leaving the class more than 5 minutes before its end/the
instructor indicates it is time to stop working and clean up the classroom.
-Additional “tardy” penalties apply when 1.) returning from breaks late beyond 5 minutes 2.)
disappearance from class for more than 5 minutes 3.) failing to arrive with assigned materials
-Late arrival beyond 30 minutes is the equivalent of an absence. (as is leaving half an hour early.)
-It is an absent student’s responsibility to find out missed class content and what assignments
were due or assigned from his/her classmates. Instructors are expected to present class content
on assigned days and re-teaching the same content outside of the schedule is not expected.
EXHIBITION ATTENDANCE
As part of your artistic development, students are strongly encouraged to regularly attend art
openings available in the community and beyond during the semester. Venues include, but are
not limited to, the Dishman Art Museum, the Art Museum of Southeast Texas, and the Art Studio,
Inc. Students in this class will receive 5 extra credit points (maximum) on a given assignment for
attending an event. You must submit proof of attendance such as an exhibition card and a one
page written description/review (single spaced) of the exhibition to receive your extra credit
points.
COURSE GRADING METHODOLOGY
-Grades cannot be “given” based solely on the desire of their recipient. Quality of artwork earns a
grade. Significant progress in improving the quality of a body of work will result in a higher
average for the course, yet it is difficult to achieve and requires actively integrating new ideas,
changing your work for the better, and working consistently.
-No images can be drawn from photos, memory, or imagination unless otherwise specified (This
class focuses on techniques for completing drawings from direct observation).
-All projects must be original and made for this class.
-It is expected that students work 6 hours per week outside of class, which may vary depending
on students’ experience level, possibly requiring more or less time.
-Cost of supplies, though understandable, cannot be accepted as an excuse for incomplete
assignments.
COURSE GRADING SCALE
A = 90 -100%, B = 80 – 89%, C = 70 – 79%, D = 60 – 69%, F = Less than 60%

A = Drawings that best demonstrate study topics (see STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES).
Accuracy in observational drawing that captures the peculiar nature of a subject that cannot be
invented or recreated from memory. Artwork that has comparative strength against artwork,
historical and contemporary, that is created under similar material constraints, subject mater, and
content. Independent research collected in order to effectively complete the artwork.
Participation is optimum and reflects a high degree of motivation. Overall superior work with best
craftsmanship, reflects considerable effort at each stage of production, and is ambitious in scale
and sophistication.
B = Drawing that demonstrates study topics with some errors. Accuracy in observational
drawing, yet demonstrates some generality in details of a subject, often reflecting the influence of
imagination or memory. Artwork that is good compared to similar historical/contemporary artwork
yet has some inconsistencies, such as between choices in content and materials or other
interrelated features of the artwork, or distracting errors in application of materials or credibility of
form and space. Engages is good classroom participation. Generally, above average work,
demonstrating sound research, design development, and creative thinking with good
craftsmanship. Care is used at each stage of the process and the final work demonstrates a
overall clear intent in the relationship between form and content.
C = Observational drawing that has varying degrees of success demonstrating study topics and
some errors. Common errors include combining observed vantage points of subjects and
imagined/diagrammatic vantage points. Often works have an average degree of completion.
Artwork that is completed with awareness of similar works yet demonstrates a use of materials
that has noticeable weaknesses in depictions of form. Artwork also has obvious inconsistencies
in the relationships between formal features and intended content. Participation is mediocre or
inconsistent. May have absence problems or incomplete assignments. Meets the basic
requirements for the course/all work was completed at an average level.
D = Drawings with a minimal implementation of study topics. Noticeable errors in depiction of
form and space, both of which result in low degree of credibility. Artwork is generally incomplete.
Artwork is developed with little awareness of similar works and demonstrates minimal
development of content and minimal technical competency. Demonstrates low participation. May
suffer from absence problems, incomplete assignments, or failing to follow project guidelines.
F = Drawings are overall incomplete. Observational drawings executed with very little
demonstration of understanding of study topics. Drawings completed with nearly no awareness
of other similar works. Participation is exceptionally poor. Most likely suffers from absence
problems, incomplete assignments, and failure to follow assignment guidelines.
I = Can only be assigned under extraordinary circumstances and will require repeating the course
and all work involved.
Late work will be reduced by one letter grade for each day it is late. After 3 class periods the
work will not be accepted and will receive an F.
Plagiarism: Immediate F for the course, probably expulsion from the University.
COURSE SUBJECT OUTLINE AND GRADING SCALE
Course Subject Outline and Course Grading
Homework
Pre-Midterm
(average of weekly assignments
weighting based on time allotted
for completion)
Post-Midterm
(average of weekly assignments

30%
15%

15%

weighting based on time allotted
for completion)
In-Class Work
Pre-Midterm
(best multi-day drawing)
Post-Midterm
(best multi-day drawing)
Midterm
Final
Sketchbook
Participation

30%
15%
15%
10%
15%
10%
5%
100%

ACADEMIC HONESTY
All students are expected to familiarize themselves with all university policies pertaining to
academic performance and conduct. As stated in the Lamar Student Handbook, all students
should maintain complete honesty and integrity in their academic experiences.
In this course, disciplinary action will be brought against any student found guilty of academic
dishonesty including, but not limited to, cheating on an examination or other academic work to be
submitted, plagiarism, collusion, and the abuse of resource materials. Cheating, plagiarism,
collusion, and the abuse of resource materials are defined on page 82 of the Student Handbook.
In addition, by University policy, a student cannot avoid any penalty for cheating set forth by the
instructor in a course syllabus by dropping the course. Procedures for disciplinary action due to
academic dishonesty shall be the same as in other violations of the Student Code of Conduct
(see Student Handbook) except that all academic dishonesty cases shall first be considered and
reviewed by the faculty member. The process of appeal is located in the Student Handbook
available online.
The course instructor will complete a thorough and impartial investigation of any instance of
academic dishonesty. A student found guilty of academic dishonesty will be notified in writing by
the instructor of the violation, the penalty, and the student’s right to appeal the determination of
dishonesty and/or the sanction imposed. Penalties for academic dishonesty in this course will
result in either a lowered letter grade or failure of the course as determined by the instructor.
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
The Disability Resources Center (DRC) offers a variety of services designed to provide students
with disabilities equal access to academic services. Some of the services include academic
adjustments, physical access, assistive technology, priority registration, sign language
interpreters, and note-takers. Documentation of disability is required to receive accommodations,
academic adjustments, and/or services. Persons with disabilities should notify the coordinator of
DRC prior to registration in any university program. A meeting with the person and Coordinator
will be arranged in order to assign appropriate accommodations, academic adjustments or
services. The office of DRC is located in the Communication Building, Rm. 105. Students also
may write to P.O. Box 10087, Beaumont, Texas 77710, e-mail DRC@lamar.edu or call 409-8808347.
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Many types of emergencies can occur on campus; instructions for severe weather or
violence/active shooter, fire, or chemical release can be found at:
http://www.lamar.edu/about-lu/administration/risk-management/index.html.
Following are procedures for the first two:
SEVERE WEATHER
• Follow the directions of the instructor or emergency personnel.

•
•
•

Seek shelter in an interior room or hallway on the lowest floor, putting as many walls
as possible between you and the outside.
If you are in a multi-story building, and you cannot get to the lowest floor, pick a
hallway in the center of the building.
Stay in the center of the room, away from exterior walls, windows, and doors.

VIOLENCE/ACTIVE SHOOTER (CADD)
• CALL - 8-3-1-1 from a campus phone (880-8311 from a cell phone). Note: Calling 9-1-1
from ether a campus phone or cell phone will contact Beaumont
City Police Dispatch rather than University Police.
• AVOID - If possible, self-evacuate to a safe area outside the building. Follow directions
of police officers.
• DENY - Barricade the door with desks, chairs, bookcases or any other items. Move to a
place inside the room where you are not visible. Turn off the
lights and remain quiet. Remain there until told by police it is
safe.
• DEFEND - Use chairs, desks, cell phones or whatever is immediately available to
distract and/or defend yourself and others from attack.
ACADEMIC CONTINUITY PLAN
In the event of an announced campus closure in excess of four days due to a hurricane
or other disaster, students are expected to login to Lamar University’s website’s
homepage (www.Lamar.edu) for instructions about continuing courses remotely.
The instructor reserves the right to modify this syllabus throughout the semester

